Another MOTHER’S DAY is here; one in which women throughout the land soberly reflect:

what does it all mean ...

MOTHER 1972

stands for MUTATED BODIES, MANGLED by impersonal MACHINES, waiting to be buried, while the MANIPULATED MASSES of our country talk of the wound-down war and look the other way:

stands for the ODOR of rot and death which stabs Indochina, OFFENSIVE to every believer in the sanctity of life: OSCENE.

stands for TRUST ... (completely eroded), for TRUTH (which our government willfully conceals) ... for TRUTH (symbol of corruptions, despotism, and TRAGEDY endlessly compounded.)

is for HEIL ... HYCROIST ... HIDEOUS ACTS ... and HINDSIGHT.

for EVERYMAN (meaning female, too) who must cry out for the United States to withdraw ENTIRELY, unambivalently.

is for REFUGEES crying the bond on their hearts have been shredded; it is for the REVIVISCENCE we feel for the REFUSAL OF CONGRESS to withhold the funds needed, and for RIGHT NOW ... the moment that it all must end.

That is what MOTHER means in May 1972.

1. We, the above signatories promise to immediately write or phone the WHITE HOUSE (area code 202-456-1114) saying "OUT NOW!"

2. We promise to do the same to the MAJORITY LEADER of the SENATE and SPEAKER of the HOUSE. (Senate Office Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20510, House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20515)

3. We will do our concerted best to spread a national BOYCOTT of the products listed in the QUAKER (American Society of Friends) SUDES: OUR AUTOMATED WAR (on request FREE ... Phone 326-6639)

4. We will alert others to our determination to end the war NOW by driving with our headlights on all day: Sat. May 13 and Sun. May 14

5. We will give copies of this ad to as many people as possible.
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